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Teacher Course Student

Ebbeson, P. 834/3 - TV BROADCASTING I

Exemplary
Value: 10

Proficient
Value: 9

Partially Proficient
Value: 6

Unsatisfactory
Value: 3 Points

White Balance,
Exposure,

Focus/Tripod

All shots are exposed well, white
balanced correctly, and/or match.
Shots are steady and contain no

movement.

Most shots are exposed well, white
balanced correctly, and/or match.

Minimum movement of the camera
and shots are steady.

Some shots are not exposed well,
white balanced correctly, and/or

match.  Shots are unsteady and contain
movement.

Few shots are exposed well, white
balanced correctly, and/or match.
Shots are unsteady and contain

movement.

Composition
Correct use of shots (appropriate use
of headroom/noseroom/leadroom)and

multiple shots used.

Some incorrect use of
headroom/noseroom/leadroom)and

multiple shots used.

Some incorrect use of
headroom/noseroom/leadroom)and

only one type of shot or very similar
shots used.

Most shots have incorrect use of
headroom/noseroom/leadroom)and

only one type of shot or very similar
shots used.

Audio

Camera audio is removed; narration is
clear and easy to understand; Contains
an instrumental music track; Correct

audio levels

Camera audio is removed; narration is
mostly clear and easy to understand;

Contains an instrumental music track;
Audio levels might be inconsistent

The audio is inconsistent in clarity
(too loud/too soft/garbled) at times

and/or the background audio
overpowers the primary audio.

  6 or more issues with criteria.

Graphics

All text is within safe area; Correct
spelling, grammar, punctuation, etc;
Contains title at beginning and lower
thirds for each step.  Title is creative
and uses advanced features (i.e. Boris

Title 3-D).  Lower third graphics
match theme and are appealing and

readable.

Graphics contain spelling mistakes,
are hard to read, or are mismatched

and boring.

Graphics contain spelling errors and
cover up the video or are hard to read.

Graphics are ineffective or not entirely
present.

Length and
Adherence

2-3 Minutes in length and meets all
export requirements

1:30-3 minutes in length and meets
most or all export requirements

1:30 - 2:30 minutes in length and does
not meet all export requirements

Less than 1:30 length and does not
meet any export requirements.

Editing

The video is edited with only high
quality shots remaining. Video moves
smoothly from shot to shot. A variety

of transitions are used to assist in
communicating the main idea and

smooth the flow from one scene to the
next. Shots and scenes flow

seamlessly.

The video is edited throughout with
only quality shots remaining. A

variety of transitions are used. Good
pacing and timing.

The video is edited in few spots.
Several poor shots remain. Transitions
from shot to shot are choppy, and the
types of wipes and fades selected are
not always appropriate for the scene.

There are many unnatural breaks
and/or early cuts.

The video is unedited and many poor
shots remain. No transitions between
clips are used. Raw clips run back to

back in the final video.

Effectiveness

Effectively teaches how to complete
task through a combination of clear
voiceover and visually appealing,

readable graphics.

Effectively teaches how to complete
task through a combination of

voiceover and readable graphics.
Teaches how to complete task. Is not effective in teaching the task.

Total Points:


